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ABSTRACT
In spite of the omnipresence of parallel (multi-core) systems,
the predominant strategy to evaluate window-based stream
joins is still strictly sequential, mostly just straightforward
along the definition of the operation semantics.
In this work we present handshake join, a way of describing and executing window-based stream joins that is highly
amenable to parallelized execution. Handshake join naturally leverages available hardware parallelism, which we
demonstrate with an implementation on a modern multicore system and on top of field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), an emerging technology that has shown distinctive advantages for high-throughput data processing.
On the practical side, we provide a join implementation
that substantially outperforms CellJoin (the fastest published result) and that will directly turn any degree of parallelism into higher throughput or larger supported window
sizes. On the semantic side, our work gives a new intuition
of window semantics, which we believe could inspire other
stream processing algorithms or ongoing standardization efforts for stream query languages.

1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the key challenges in building database implementations has always been an efficient support for joins. The
problem is exacerbated in streaming databases, which do not
have the option to pre-compute access structures and which
have to adhere to window semantics in addition to valuebased join predicates.
In this work we present handshake join, a stream join
implementation that naturally supports hardware acceleration to achieve unprecedented data throughput. Handshake
join is particularly attractive for platforms that support very
high degrees of parallelism, such as multi-core CPUs, fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs), or massively parallel
processor arrays (MPPAs) [5]. FPGAs were recently proposed as an escape to the inherent limitations of classical
CPU-based system architectures [23, 24].
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Figure 1: Handshake join idea.

The intuition behind handshake join is illustrated in Figure 1. We let the two input streams flow by in opposing
directions—like soccer players that walk by each other to
shake hands before a match. As we detail in the remainder
of this report, this view on the join problem has interesting
advantages with respect to parallel execution and scalability.
Our main contribution is a stream join algorithm that,
by adding compute cores, can trivially be scaled up to handle larger join windows, higher throughput rates, or more
compute-intensive join predicates (handshake join can deal
with any join predicate, including non-equi-joins). As a side
effect, our work provides a new look on the semantics of
stream joins. This aspect of our work might be inspiring for
ongoing efforts toward a standard language and semantics
for stream processors [4, 16]. Likewise, we think that the
design principles of handshake join, mainly its data floworiented mode of execution, could have interesting applications outside the particular stream processing problem. As
such, our work can help cut the multi-core knot that hardware makers have given us.
We first recap the semantics of stream joins in Section 2,
along with typical implementation techniques in software.
Section 3 introduces handshake join. Section 4 discusses how
handshake join could be implemented in computing systems,
which we realize with a prototype implementation on top of
a modern multi-core CPU (Section 5) and with a massively
parallel implementation for FPGAs (Section 6). In Section 7
we relate our work to others’, before we wrap up in Section 8.
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STREAM JOINS

It is the very nature of stream processing engines to deal
with unbounded, “infinite”, input data. These data arrive by
means of a stream and have to be processed immediately, in
real time.

2.1

Windowing

Infinite input data causes obvious semantic problems when
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Figure 2: Window join (figure adopted from [17]).
some of the classical database operators—most notably joins
and aggregates—are to be evaluated over data streams. This
has lead to the notion of windows in the streaming community. By looking at a finite subset of the input data (a window), all algebraic operations become semantically sound
again.
Figure 2 (adopted from [17]) illustrates this for the case of
a join operation. The join in the middle is always evaluated
only over finite subsets taken from both input streams. Windows over different input data can span different numbers
of tuples, as indicated by the window sizes in Figure 2.
Various ways have been proposed to define suitable window boundaries depending on application needs. In this
work we focus on sliding windows which, at any point in
time, cover all tuples from some earlier point in time up to
the most recent tuple. Usually, sliding windows are either
time-based, i.e., they cover all tuples within the last τ time
units, or tuple-based, i.e., they cover the last w tuples in
arrival order. Handshake join will deal with both types of
window specification equally well.

2.2

Sliding-Window Joins

The exact semantics of window-based joins (precisely which
stream tuple could be paired with which?) in existing work
was largely based on how the functionality was implemented.
For instance, windowing semantics is implicit in the threestep procedure devised by Kang et al. [17]. The procedure
is performed for each tuple r that arrives from input stream
R:
1. Scan stream S’s window to find tuples matching r.
2. Insert new tuple r into window for stream R.
3. Invalidate all expired tuples in stream R’s window.
Tuples s that arrive from input stream S are handled symmetrically. Sometimes, a transient access structure is built
over both open windows, which accelerates Step 1 at the
cost of some maintenance effort in Steps 2 and 3.
The three-step procedure carries an implicit semantics for
window-based stream joins:
Semantics of Window-Based Stream Joins. For r ∈ R
and s ∈ S, the tuple hr, si appears in the join result R 1p S
iff (ti denote tuple arrival timestamps, Ti denote window
sizes)
(a) r arrives after s (tr > ts ) and s is in the current Swindow at the moment when r arrives (i.e., tr < ts +TS )
or
(b) r arrives earlier than s (ts > tr ) and r is still in the
R-window when s arrives (ts < tr + TR )
and r and s pass the join predicate p.

A problem of the three-step procedure is that it is not
well suited to exploit the increasing degree of parallelism
that modern system architectures support.
Optimal use of many-core system demands local availability of data at the respective compute core, because systems
increasingly exhibit non-uniform memory access (NUMA)
characteristics, where the cost of memory access increases
with the distance of an item in memory to the processing
core that requests it. Such non-uniformity is contrary to
the nature of the join problem, where any input tuple might
have to be paired with any tuple from the opposite stream
to form a result tuple.
Gedik et al. [9] discuss partitioning and replication as a
possible solution. Thereby, either the in-memory representation of the two windows is partitioned over the available
compute resources or arriving tuples are partitioned over
cores. Local data availability then needs to be established
explicitly by replicating the respective other piece of data
(input tuples or the full in-memory windows).
Partitioning and replication are both rather expensive operations. The latter involves data movement which—in addition to the needed CPU work—may quickly overload the
memory subsystem as the number of CPU cores increases.
A dedicated coordinator core has to re-partition the dataset
every k input tuples (where k is a small configuration parameter), each time at a cost that grows linearly with the
number of processing cores n [9]. Such cost may still be acceptable for the eight cores of the Cell processor, but will
will be hard to bear on upcoming systems with large n.
In this work, by contrast, we aim for a work distribution
scheme that remains scalable even when the number of processing cores grows very large (we tested with hundreds of
cores).

3.

HANDSHAKE JOIN

In the most generic case, the three-step procedure of Kang
et al. [17] corresponds to a nested loops-style join evaluation.
To evaluate a stream join R 1p S, the scan phase first enumerates all combinations hr, si of input tuples r ∈ R and
s ∈ S that satisfy the window constraint. Then, the resulting tuple pairs are filtered according to the join predicate p and added to the join result. Only for certain join
predicates (such as equality or range conditions), specialized
in-memory access structures, typically hash tables or tree indices, can help reduce the number of pairs to enumerate.

3.1

Soccer Players

The enumeration of join candidates may be difficult to distribute efficiently over a large number of processing cores.
Traditional approaches (including CellJoin) assume a central
coordinator that partitions and replicates data as needed
over available cores. But it is easy to see that this will
quickly become a bottleneck as the numbers of cores increase. The aim of our work, scale-out to very high degrees
of parallelism, thus largely defeats any enumeration scheme
that depends on centralized coordination.
It turns out that we can learn from soccer players here.
Soccer players know very well how all pairs of players from
two opposing teams can be enumerated without any external coordination. Before the beginning of every game, it is
tradition to shake hands with all players from the opposing
team. Players do so by walking by each other in opposite
directions and by shaking hands with every player that they
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Figure 3: Handshake join sketch. Streams flow by
each other in opposite directions; comparisons (and
result generation) happens in parallel as the streams
pass by.
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Figure 5: Parallelized handshake join evaluation.
Each compute core processes one segment of both
windows and performs all comparisons locally.
(2) Tuple s2 is somewhere in the join window of S when r
enters the arena, i.e., s2 is older than r (tr > ts2 ), but
still within the S-window (that is, tr < ts2 + TS ).

window for R

As r and s2 move along their join windows, the two
tuples are guaranteed to meet eventually, and hr, s2 i will
be added to the join result if they pass the join predicate.
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Figure 4: Handshake join semantics.
encounter.

3.2

Stream Joins and Handshaking

The handshake procedure used in sports games inspired
the design of handshake join, whose idea we illustrated in
Figure 3 (this particular illustration assumes tuple-based
windows).
Tuples from the two input streams R and S, marked as
rectangular boxes , are pushed through respective join windows. Upon window entrance, each tuple pushes all existing
window content one step to the side, such that always the
oldest tuple “falls out” of the window and expires (we detail
later how to implement such behavior). Both join windows
are lined up next to each other in such a way that window
contents are pushed through in opposing directions, much
like the players in soccer (cf. Figure 3).
Whenever two stream tuples r ∈ R and s ∈ S encounter
each other (in a moment we will discuss what that means
and how it can be implemented), they “shake hands”, i.e.,
the join condition is evaluated over r and s, and a result
tuple hr, si appended to the join result if the condition is
met. Many “handshakes” take place at the same time, work
that we will parallelize over available compute resources.
We next look at handshake join and its characteristics
from the abstract side. In Sections 4–6 we then look at
techniques to implement handshake join on different types of
actual hardware, including multi-core systems and FPGAs.

3.3

core 5

Semantics

To understand the semantics of handshake join, consider
the situation at moment tr when tuple r enters its join window (illustrated in Figure 4).
A tuple from S can now relate to r in either of the following three ways (indicated in Figure 4 as s1 through s3 ):
(1) Tuple s1 is so old that it already left the join window
for input stream S, i.e., tr > ts1 + TS . Thus, r will not
see s1 and no attempt will be made to join r and s1 .

(3) Tuple s3 has not arrived yet (i.e., tr < ts3 ). Whether or
not a join r 1 s3 will be attempted depends on s3 ’s time
of arrival and on the window specification for stream R.
Once s3 arrives, both factors will determine whether r
takes a role that is symmetric to cases (1) or (2) above.
Cases (1) and (2) are the ones where r arrives after s,
and a join will be attempted when tr < ts + TS . Hence,
these cases coincide with part (a) of the classical definition of
stream join semantics (Section 2.2). Case (3) is the situation
where r arrives earlier than s. It follows by symmetry that
this case yields the same output tuples as covered by part
(b) in Section 2.2.
In summary, handshake join produces the exact same output tuples that the classical three-step procedure would, and
we can use handshake join as a safe replacement for existing
stream join implementations.
Handshake join typically produces its output in a different
tuple order. A certain degree of local disorder is prevalent
in real applications already (and stream processors may explicitly be prepared to deal with it [18]). If necessary, it
can be corrected with standard techniques such as punctuations [21].
Even though our view at window-based stream join differs
significantly problem’s classical treatment, handshake still
yields the same output semantics. On the one hand side,
this may provide new insights into ongoing work on defining standards and abstract specifications for stream processors [4, 16]. On the other hand, handshake join opens opportunities for effective parallelization on modern hardware.
Next, we will demonstrate how to exploit the latter.

3.4

Parallelization

Figure 5 illustrates how handshake join can be parallelized
over available compute resources. Each processing unit (or
“core”) is assigned one segment of the two join windows. Tuple data is held in local memory (if applicable on a particular architecture), and all tuple comparisons are performed
locally.
Data Flow vs. Control Flow. This parallel evaluation
became possible because we converted the original control
flow problem (or its procedural three-step description) into
a data flow representation. Rather than synchronizing join

execution from a centralized coordinator, processing units
are now driven by the flow of stream tuples that are passed
on directly between neighboring cores. Processing units can
observe locally when new data has arrived and can decide
autonomously when to pass on tuples to their neighbor.
The advantages of data flow-style processing have been
known for a long time. Their use in shared-nothing systems was investigated, e.g., by Teeuw and Blanken [28].
Modern computing architectures increasingly tend toward
shared-nothing setups, and new data flow-oriented formulations were proposed only recently for distributed database
architectures [12] or to solve the frequent item problem on
FPGAs [29].
Communication Pattern. In addition, we have established a particularly simple communication pattern. Processing units only interact with their immediate neighbors,
which may ease inter-core routing and avoid communication
bottlenecks. In particular, handshake join is a good fit for architectures that use point-to-point links between processing
cores—a design pattern that can be seen in an increasing
number of multi-core platforms (examples include HyperTransport links; the QuickPath interconnect used in Intel
Nehalem systems; the messaging primitives in Intel’s SCC
prototype [14]; or Tilera’s iMesh architecture with current
support for up to 100 cores).
Scalability. Both properties together, the representation as
a data flow problem and the point-to-point communication
pattern along a linear chain of processing units, ensure scalability to large numbers of processing units. Additional cores
can either be used to support larger window sizes without
negative impact on performance, or to reduce the workload
per core, which will improve throughput for high-volume
data inputs.
Soccer Players. We note that the same properties are
what make the handshake procedure in soccer effective. Most
importantly, soccer players organize themselves using only
local interaction.
In addition, the soccer analogy exhibits the same locality property that is beneficial for us. While soccer players
emphasize locality for the limited length of their arms, in
handshake join we benefit from an efficient use of hardware
with NUMA-style memory characteristics.

3.5

Encountering Tuples

We yet have to define what exactly it means that stream
tuples in the two windows “encounter” each other and which
pairs of stream elements need to be compared at any one
time. Note that, depending on the relative window size configuration, stream items might never line up in opposing
positions exactly. Both our previous handshake join illustrations were examples of such window size configurations
(only every second R-tuple lines up exactly with every third
S-tuple in Figure 5, for instance).
For proper window join semantics, the only assumption
we made in Section 3.3 was that an item that enters either
window will encounter all current items in the other window
eventually. That is, there must not be a situation where two
stream items can pass each other without being considered
as a candidate pair. Thus, any local processing strategy
that prevents this from happening will do to achieve correct
overall window semantics.
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(a) Tuple from stream R entered segment.
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(b) Tuple from stream S entered segment.
Figure 6: Immediate scan strategy. A tuple entering
from stream R or S will trigger immediate comparor
in the segment of processing core k
isons
(respectively).

Immediate Scan Strategy. One particular strategy (which
we will call immediate scan strategy) that can be used to
process a segment k is illustrated in Figure 6. In this illustration, we assume that every tuple r ∈ R is compared
to all S-tuples in the segment immediately when r enters
the segment. Figure 6(a) shows all tuple comparisons that
need to be performed when a new R-tuple is shifted into the
segment.
Likewise, when a new tuple s ∈ S enters the segment, it
is immediately compared to all R-tuples that are already in
the segment, as illustrated in Figure 6(b). The strategy will
operate correctly regardless of how window sizes relate to
each other.
The latter property is interesting when it comes to the
distribution of load within a handshake join configuration.
In particular, it means that segment borders can be chosen arbitrarily, which can be used to very flexibly balance
load between the involved processing cores. Our software
implementation (details in Sections 4 and 5) autonomously
re-balances segment boundaries to achieve an even load distribution over all participating cores.
Other Strategies. Observe that locally on each processing
core, immediate scanning is essentially identical to the threestep procedure of Kang et al. [17]. The difference is that the
procedure is used only as part of an overall join execution.
Further, we allow the system some flexibility to arrange with
its neighbors on the precise segmentation (i.e., on the local
window size). In a sense, the algorithm of Kang et al. is only
one particular instance of handshake join that runs with a
single processing unit and uses the immediate scan strategy.
One consequence is that we can plug in any (semantically
equivalent) stream join implementation to act as a local processing core. This includes algorithms that use additional
access structures or advanced join algorithms (as they might
apply for certain join predicates; handshake join is agnostic
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Figure 7: Missed-join pair problem. Tuples sent via
message queues might miss each other while on the
communication channels.

REALIZING HANDSHAKE JOIN

Our discussion so far was primarily based on a high-level
intuition of how tuples flow between segments in a handshake join setup. We now map the handshake join intuition
onto realistic communication primitives that can be used
to implement handshake join on actual hardware, including
commodity CPUs or FPGAs.1

4.1

Lock Step Forwarding

In Section 3, we assumed that a newly arriving tuple
would synchronously push all tuples of the same stream
through the respective window. Essentially, this implies an
atomic operation over all participating processing cores. For
instance, upon a new tuple arrival, all cores must simultaneously forward their oldest tuple to the respective left/rightnext neighbor.
Obviously, an implementation of such lock step processing
would obliterate a key idea behind handshake join, namely
high parallelism without centralized coordination. This problem arises at least for commodity hardware, such as multicore CPU systems. It turns out that lock step processing is
still a viable route for FPGA-based implementations, as we
shall see in Section 6.2.

4.2

Asynchronous Message Queues

Handshake join can also be run in an asynchronous communication mode. We will now demonstrate how to implement handshake join based on message passing between
neighboring cores, a communication mode that is known for
its scalability advantages with increasing core counts [3].
In particular, one pair of FIFO queues (indicated as arrows below) between any two neighboring processing cores
is sufficient to support data propagation along the chain of
cores in either direction:
core k

core k + 1

core k + 2 .

FIFO queues can be tuned for high efficiency and provide
fully asynchronous access. In particular, no performancelimiting locks or other atomic synchronization primitives
are necessary to implement point-to-point message queues.
Some architectures even provide explicit messaging primitives in hardware [14].
Though supportive of increased parallelism, asynchronous
communication between cores can bear an important risk.
1
We currently experiment with graphics processors (GPUs)
as another promising platform to implement handshake join.
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to that). Handshake join then becomes a mechanism to distribute and parallelize the execution of an existing algorithm
over many cores.
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Figure 8: Two-phase tuple forwarding (on right
core). Tuples are kept in Cright -local join window
and removed only after an acknowledgment message
from Cleft .

As illustrated in Figure 7, tuples from opposing streams
might miss each other if they both happen to be in the
communication channel at the same time (in Figure 7, tuples r5 and s4 are both in transit between the neighboring
cores k and k + 1; thus, no comparison is attempted between
tuples r5 and s4 ).
Two-Phase Forwarding. To avoid the missing of join
candidates, we have to make sure that in such cases, the
two in-flight tuples will still meet on exactly one of the two
neighboring cores, say the right one, Cright . To this end,
we use an asymmetric core synchronization protocol. Cright
(and only Cright ) will keep around copies of sent data for
short moments of time. These copies will be used to join
tuples on Cright that would otherwise have missed each other
in-flight.
More specifically, we introduce two-phase forwarding on
the right core. Whenever the right core Cright places a tuple
si into its left send queue, it still keeps a copy of si in the
local join window, but marks it as forwarded. This is illustrated in Figure 8(a): tuple s4 was sent to Cleft and marked
as forwarded on Cright (indicated using a dashed box).
The forwarded tuple remains available for joining on Cright
until the second phase of tuple forwarding, which is initiated
by an acknowledgment message from Cleft (indicated as a
diamond-shaped message in Figure 8). In the example, s4
is still kept around on Cright to partner with r5 .
Figure 8(b) shows the state after Cleft and Cright have processed the data on their message queues. s4 was joined with
r6 , r7 , . . . on Cleft and r5 saw s4 , s3 , . . . on Cright . Cleft further indicated its reception of s4 with the acknowledgment
message s4 , then forwarded another tuple r6 to its right
neighbor.
Message s4 notifies Cright that any tuple sent afterward
will already have seen s4 . Thus, Cright removes the tuple
from its local join window (cf. Figure 8(c)) before accepting
the next tuple r6 . This way, each necessary tuple pairing is
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Procedure: handshake_join ()
while true do
if message waiting in leftRecvQueue then
process_left () ;

6

if message waiting in rightRecvQueue then
process_right () ;
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forward_tuples () ;
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Figure 10: Data items need not be distributed
evenly over processing cores for a correct join result.

Procedure: process_left ()
msg ← message from leftRecvQueue ;
if msg contains a new tuple then
ri ← extract tuple from msg ;
scan S-window to find tuples that match ri ;
insert ri into R-window ;
else
/* msg is an acknowledgment message
remove oldest tuple from S-window ;

core 5

send si0

send si
window
size

···
1

*/

Procedure: process_right ()
msg ← message from rightRecvQueue ;
if msg contains a new tuple then
si ← extract tuple from msg ;
scan R-window to find tuples that match si ;
insert si into S-window ;
place acknowledgment for si in rightSendQueue ;
Procedure: forward_tuples ()
if S-window is larger than that of left neighbor then
place oldest non-forwarded si into leftSendQueue ;
mark si as forwarded ;
if R-window is larger than that of our right neighbor
then
place oldest ri into rightSendQueue ;
remove ri from R-window ;

Figure 9: Handshake join with asynchronous message passing (ran on each core).

performed exactly once (on some core).
FIFO Queues. Note that tuple data and acknowledge messages must be sent over the same message channels. In the
example of Figure 8, correct semantics is only guaranteed if
the acknowledgment for s4 is received and processed by the
right core in-between the two tuples r5 and r6 .
Figure 9 describes an implementation of handshake join
based on asynchronous message passing. This code is run
on every participating core. Procedure handshake_join ()
selects one of the two incoming message queues and invokes
a process_... () handler to process the message.
The process_... () handlers essentially implement Kang’s
three-step procedure [17]. In addition, acknowledgment messages are placed in the queues whenever a new input tuple
was accepted. The removal of tuples from the two windows
is asymmetric. S-tuples are marked forwarded after sending
(line 26) and removed when the acknowledgment was seen
(line 15). R-tuples, by contrast, are removed from their window immediately after sending (line 29).
Our illustrations in Figure 8 suggested an explicit tuple
reference in each acknowledgment message. In practice, this
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···

n−1 n

core

Figure 11: Tuple forwarding based on local window
sizes; results in autonomous load balancing.

information is redundant, since an acknowledgment will always reference the oldest tuple in the predecessor core. This
is reflected in line 15 of Figure 9, which does not actually
inspect the content of the acknowledgment message.

4.3

Autonomic Load Balancing

We expect the highest join throughput when all available
processing cores run just at the maximum load they can
sustain without becoming a bottleneck in the system. To
this end, load should be balanced over compute resources in
a flexible manner and—to maintain scalability—without a
need for centralized control.
The handshake join code in Figure 9 includes such an autonomic load balancing scheme, realized by the tuple forwarding procedure forward_tuples (). This scheme is based on
the insight that the produced join output is not affected by
the exact distribution of tuples over processing segments.
In fact, the join output would still be correct even when the
distribution was very skewed, as illustrated in Figure 10.
This gives us the freedom to forward data (i.e., forward
work) at an arbitrary time and we use load to guide the
forwarding mechanism. Procedure forward_tuples () implements this in a fairly simple manner, which in practice
we found sufficient to achieve good load balancing even when
the number of cores becomes large or when input data becomes bursty.
The idea is illustrated in Figure 11 for stream S. All processing cores have mostly even-sized local S-windows. New
data is pushed in on the right end, which increases the load
on core n. Tuple expiration (discussed below) removes tuples
from core 1. Cores n and 2 will observe the local imbalances
and send S tuples toward their left. Like water in a pipe,
tuples will be pushed through the handshake join window,
evenly distributed over all processing cores.
The strategy works well in homogeneous environments like
ours, where load is directly proportional to window sizes.
To tune handshake join for different environments, such as
cloud infrastructures or virtualized hardware, all necessary
code changes remain local to forward_tuples ().

4.4

Synchronization at Pipeline Ends

Observe that the algorithm in Figure 9 did not explic-
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Procedure: process_right ()
else
/* msg is an acknowledgment message
remove oldest tuple from R-window ;
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HyperTransport link

Figure 12: A driver sends tuple data and acknowledgments to opposite ends of the pipeline to realize
a given window configuration.
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Figure 14: AMD “Magny Cours” architecture (8 dies
× 6 cores). Handshake join pipeline laid out along
point-to-point HyperTransport links.

Procedure: forward_tuples ()
if R-window is larger than that of our right neighbor
then
place oldest ri into rightSendQueue ;
mark ri as forwarded ;

Figure 13: Rightmost core runs a slightly different
code to handle tuple removal via acknowledgment
messages.

itly mention the desired window configuration, neither the
window type (tuple- or time-based) nor any window size.
Instead, handshake join assumes that tuple insertion and removal are signaled by an outside driver process that knows
about the precise window configuration.
Since the exact flow of tuples through the handshake join
pipeline is immaterial to the join result (see above), these
signals only have to be sent to the two ends of the processing
pipeline. That is, for each input stream the driver process
feeds data into one end of the pipeline and takes out expired
tuples at the opposite end.
The mechanism to realize tuple insertion and removal by
the driver process uses the same acknowledgment messages
that helped us avoid the missed-join pair problem above.
Earlier we reacted to acknowledgments by removing “forwarded” tuples from the join window. As illustrated in Figure 12, the driver process now takes advantage of this reaction and simply sends acknowledgment messages to trigger
the removal of tuples at the far end of each stream window.
The generation of acknowledgment messages is straightforward to implement in the driver process. Depending on
the window configuration, the driver has either count tuples
(tuple-based windows) or it must keep a list of the tuples in
each window and monitor timestamps accordingly.
In Figure 9, we constructed two-phase forwarding in an
asymmetric way and ignored acknowledgment messages for
R (this was to make sure that in-flight tuples will be processed on Cright only). Messages from the driver process, by
contrast, must be interpreted in a symmetric way (the join
problem itself is symmetric). To this end, the right-most
code in any handshake join setup runs a slightly different
code that is symmetric to both input streams. Figure 13
lists the necessary changes, based on the handshake_join ()
code in Figure 9.
To make handshake join sound at both ends of the pipeline,
we further assume that window sizes are 0 for non-existent
“neighbors.” This helps to “pull” data from both input streams
toward the respective pipeline end.

Explicit signals that trigger tuple removal have interesting
uses also outside handshake join. In fact, they have become
a common implementation technique for stream processors,
referred to as − elements (Stanford STREAM, [2]), negative tuples (Nile, [10]), or deletion messages (Borealis, [1])
depending on the system. These systems will readily provide all necessary functionality to plug in handshake join
seamlessly.

5.

HANDSHAKE JOIN IN SOFTWARE

Handshake join can effectively leverage the parallelism of
modern multi-core CPUs. To back up this claim, we evaluated the behavior of handshake join on a recent 2.2 GHz
AMD Opteron 6174 “Magny Cours” machine. The machine
contains 48 real x86-64 cores, distributed over 8 NUMA regions. The system was running Ubuntu Linux, kernel version 2.6.32.

5.1

Non-Uniform Memory Access

The eight NUMA regions are connected through a set of
point-to-point HyperTransport links, indicated as dashed
lines in Figure 14 (refer to [6] for details). Observe that
HyperTransport links do not form a fully connected mesh.
Rather, two CPU cores can be up to two HyperTransport
hops apart (e.g., a core in NUMA region 0 and a core in
NUMA region 3). Similar topologies have become prevalent
in modern many-core systems.
Handshake join is well prepared to support a system of this
kind. As indicated by the red arrow in Figure 14, the data
flow of the algorithm can be laid out over the available CPU
cores such that only short-distance communication is needed
and no congestion occurs on any link or at any NUMA site.
Our prototype implementation2 uses the libnuma library
to obtain a data flow as shown in Figure 14 and an asynchronous FIFO implementation similar to that of [3] (within
NUMA regions as well as across).

5.2

Experimental Setup

For easy comparison with existing work we used the same
benchmark setup that was also used to evaluate CellJoin [9].
Two streams R = h x : int, y : float, z : char[20] i and S = h a :
int, b : float, c : double, d : bool i are joined via the two2
We will make all code available under an open-source license.
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Figure 15: Effect of SIMD optimization. Use of
SIMD compiler intrinsics yields a two-fold performance improvement (15 min windows).
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Figure 16: Handshake join scalability on multi-core
CPU (AMD Opteron “Magny Cours”; immediate
scan strategy). y-axis uses quadratic scale.

The join attributes contain uniformly distributed random
data from the interval 1–10,000, which results in a join hit
rate of 1 : 250, 000. As in [9], we ran all experiments with
symmetric data rates, that is |R| = |S|.3
We implemented handshake join processing cores as Linux
threads. Two additional threads asynchronously generate
input data (driver process) and collect join results.

SIMD-optimized implementation can sustain more than double the load of the non-optimized code.
In CellJoin, Gedik et al. [9] used similar techniques to
leverage the SIMD capabilities of the Cell SPE processors
(also with substantial performance improvements). The additional low-level optimizations in [9] (loop unrolling and
instruction scheduling) should be applicable to handshake
join, too. Unfortunately, such optimizations make code highly
processor dependent, while our current code only uses backend-independent intrinsics to guide an optimizing C compiler (gcc).

5.3

5.4

WHERE r.x BETWEEN s.a − 10 AND s.a + 10
AND r.y BETWEEN s.b − 10. AND s.b + 10. .

SIMD Optimization

Like most modern general-purpose processors, the AMD
Opteron provides a number of vector (or SIMD) instructions, using which the computational density of each CPU
core can be increased substantially. In handshake join, the
scan step is a candidate for SIMD optimization. The majority of the CPU work is spent in this phase.
With the 128 bit-wide SIMD registers of our machine, up
to four value comparisons can be performed within a single
CPU instruction. The idea has a catch, however. In x86-64
architectures, SIMD instructions operate largely outside the
main CPU execution unit and have only limited functionality. Most importantly, there are no branching primitives
that operate on SIMD registers and it is relatively expensive
to move data between SIMD registers and general-purpose
registers (e.g., to perform branching there).
Therefore, we modified our code to evaluate full join predicates eagerly using bit-wise SIMD operations (effectively the
full predicate is evaluated even when one band condition
was early found to fail). The positive effect on this strategy on branch (mis)prediction was already investigated by
Ross [26]. Here we additionally benefit from reduced data
movement between register sets; only the final predicate result is moved to general-purpose registers after SIMD-only
evaluation.
As documented in Figure 15 vectorization using SIMD
instruction yields significant performance advantages. The
3
Workload and output data rates grow with |R| × |S| or
quadratically with the reported stream rate.

Scalability

The main benefit of handshake join is massive scalability to arbitrary core counts. To verify this scalability, we
ran handshake join instances with 4 to 44 processing cores
(we left four CPU cores available for the driver and collector
threads as well as for the operating system). For each configuration, we determined the maximum throughput that the
system could sustain without dropping any data.
Figure 16 illustrates the throughput we determined for
window sizes of ten and fifteen minutes (the y-axis uses a
quadratic scale, since the workload grows with the square
of the input data rate). The result confirms the scalability
advantages of handshake join with respect to core counts
and input data rates. Somewhat harder to see in Figure 16
is that, alternatively, additional cores can be used to support
larger join windows while maintaining throughput.
Comparison to CellJoin. The scalability evaluation for
CellJoin is limited to the eight SPEs available on the Cell
processor. For 15-minute windows, Gedik et al. [9] report a
sustained throughput of at most 750 tuples/sec when using
the Cell PPE unit plus all eight SPEs and their “SIMDnoopt” implementation (which is best comparable to our
code; with low-level optimizations, Gedik et al. pushed
throughput up to 1000 tuples/sec). With eight CPU cores,
handshake join sustained a load of 1400 tuples/sec—a 2–3.5fold advantage considering the quadratic workload increase
with throughput.
This result is remarkable also in the light that the workload favors an architecture like Cell. The task is very compute-

clock frequency (MHz)

result merging logic

250
merger

merger

R
core 2

S

intensive (including single-precision floating-point operations)
and amenable to SIMD optimizations. On such workloads,
Cell should benefit more from its higher clock speed (3.2 GHz
vs. 2.2 GHz) than the Opteron can take advantage from its
super-scalar design. Yet, our system outperforms CellJoin
by quite a margin.

HANDSHAKE JOIN ON FPGAS

48 CPU cores clearly do not mark the end of the multicore race. To see how handshake join would scale to very
large core numbers, we used field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) as a simulation platform, where the only limit to
parallelism is the available chip space. FPGAs themselves
are an interesting technology for database acceleration [23,
24, 29], but our main focus here is to demonstrate scalability
to many cores (in particular, we favor simplicity over performance if that helps us instantiate more processing cores
on the chip).

6.1

FPGA Basics

In essence, an FPGA is a programmable logic chip which
provides a pool of digital logic elements that can be configured and connected in arbitrary ways. Most importantly the
FPGA provides configurable logic in terms of lookup tables
(LUTs) and flip-flop registers that each represent a single
bit of fast distributed storage. Finally, a configurable interconnect network can be used to combine lookup tables and
flip-flop registers into complex logic circuits.
Current FPGA chips provide chip space to instantiate up
to a few hundred simple join cores. The cores contain local
storage for the respective window segments of R and S and
implement the join logic. In this paper we implement simple
nested loops-style processing. To keep join cores as simple
as possible, we only look at tuple-based windows that fit into
on-chip memory (flip-flop registers).

6.2
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Figure 17: FPGA Implementation of Handshake
Join for Tuple-based Windows.
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Implementation Overview

Figure 17 illustrates the high-level view of our handshake
join implementation on an FPGA. The windows of the R
and S streams are partitioned among n cores. The cores
are driven by a common clock signal that is distributed over
the entire chip. The clock signal allows us to realize lock-step
forwarding at negligible cost, which avoids the need for FIFO

Figure 18: Scalability of FPGA Handshake join with
a constant segment size of 8 tuples per window and
core.
queues and reduces the complexity of the implementation.
Effectively, the windows represent large shift registers with
direct support by the underlying hardware.
Following the basic handshake join algorithm (Figure 9)
for each core we need to provide a hardware implementation
of the segment for the R and S windows, a digital circuit for
the join predicate, and scheduling logic for the tuples and the
window partitions. The figure shows the two shift registers
(labeled ‘R window’ and ‘S window’, respectively) that hold
the tuple data. When a new tuple is received from either
stream, the tuple is inserted in the respective shift register
and the key is compared against all keys in the opposite
window (using a standard nested-loops implementation).
Result Collection. As illustrated in the top half of Figure 17, each join core will send its share of the join result
into a FIFO queue (indicated as ). A merging network
will merge all sub-results into the final join output at the
top of Figure 17.

6.3

Experimental Setup

We stick to a simple stream format where join keys and
payload are all 32-bit integers. We assume an equi-join and
return 96 bit-wide result tuples (32-bit key plus 2 × 32 bits
of payload).
Again our main interest is in measuring the scalability of
handshake join. To this end, we instantiate up to 200 join
cores on a Virtex-6 XC6VLX760T FPGA chip. Each of the
join cores can hold eight tuples per input stream (i.e., with
n = 100 cores the overall window size will be 100 × 8 = 800
tuples per stream). For each configuration we determine the
maximum clock frequency at which the resulting circuit can
be operated.
In hardware design, clock frequency is an excellent indicator for scalability. In many circuit designs, the clock
frequency has to be reduced according to a n−k law as the
circuit size is increased (larger circuit areas generally lead
to longer signal paths). Only highly scalable designs allow
a constant clock frequency over a large range of circuit sizes
(k ≈ 0).

6.4

Scalability and Performance

As shown in Figure 18, clock frequencies for our design
remain largely unaffected by the core count (the absolute
value of 150 ∼ 170 MHz is not relevant for this assessment).

Table 1: Power consumption and circuit size for
two windows of size 100 and a throughput of
500 ktuples/sec implemented using different numbers of cores and clock rates.

cores

clock
(MHz)

1
2
5
10

50
25
10
5

power (mW)
dynamic static total
100
64
62
68

4398
4396
4395
4306

4498
4459
4447
4464

LUTs
1.54 %
1.59 %
2.01 %
2.78 %

This confirms the good scalability properties of handshake
join.
Even on the right end of Figure 18, the drop in clock frequency is not very significant. On this end our design occupies more than 96 % of the available chip area. This means
we are operating our chip already far beyond its maximum
recommended resource consumption of 70–80 % [8]. The fact
that our circuit can still sustain high frequencies is another
indication for good scalability.
By contrast, earlier work on FPGA-based stream join processing suffered a significant drop in clock speeds for the
window sizes we consider, even though their system operated over only 4 bit-wide tuples [25].

6.5

Table 2: Power consumption weighted by area.

Parallelism and Power Considerations

Handshake join allows to losslessly trade individual core
performance for parallelism. This opens up interesting opportunities for system designers. Here we show how the flexibility of handshake join can be used to minimize the power
consumption of an application system. More specifically,
we try to find the most power-efficient handshake join configuration that satisfies a given throughput demand (which
comes from the application requirements).
Again we use our FPGA framework to illustrate the concept. Assume the system has to provide a throughput of
500 ktuples/sec with a window size of 100 tuples. Configurations with 1, 2, 5, and 10 join cores can guarantee this
throughput if operated at clock frequencies of 50, 25, 10, or
5 MHz, respectively. For the same throughput, however, the
four configurations will require different amounts of electrical power.
Table 1 shows how core counts and clock frequencies affect
the power consumption of our FPGA chip. The total power
consumption of a chip results from two components: dynamic power losses are a result of the switching transistors
(charge transfers due to parasitic capacities and short-circuit
currents in CMOS technology), while static power losses are
caused by leaking currents due to the high chip integration
density.
Dynamic losses directly depend on the clock frequency of
the circuit; leakage is proportional to the chip area. This can
be seen in Table 1, where the dynamic component strongly
decreases with the clock frequency (even though the number
of cores grows). The static component, by contrast, is barely
affected by the circuit configuration.
Also apparent in Table 1 is that the total power consumption is strongly dominated by the static part. This is a sole
artifact of the FPGA technology that we use for this evaluation (and not indicative of the situation in custom silicon

cores

clock
(MHz)

1
2
5
10

50
25
10
5

weighted (mW)
dynamic static total
100
64
62
68

68
69
88
120

168
133
150
188

chips). In FPGAs, static losses occur on the entire chip
space, even though our design occupies only 1.5 %–2.8 % of
the available lookup tables (last column in Table 1). For
a fair comparison with custom silicon devices, Kuon and
Rose [20] suggest to weight the static FPGA power consumption by the used chip area.
Table 2 shows the weighted power consumption for our
four chip configurations. Clearly, among the configurations
that we looked at, the one that uses two cores is the most
power-efficient. In terms of absolute numbers, this result
may be different for other architectures, in particular for realistic multi-core machines. But the ability to tune a system
in this way is a general consequence of handshake join’s scalability properties, with potentially significant power savings
in real-world scenarios.

7.

RELATED WORK

The handshake join mechanism is largely orthogonal to a
number of (very effective) techniques to accelerate stream
processing. As motivated in Section 3.5, handshake join
could, for instance, be used to coordinate multiple instances
of double-pipelined hash join [15, 30] or window joins that
use indexes [11]. If handshake join alone is not sufficient to
sustain load, load shedding [27] or distribution [1] might be
appropriate countermeasures.
Handshake join’s data flow is similar to the join arrays
proposed by Kung and Lohman [19]. Inspired by the thennew concept of systolic arrays in VLSI designs, their proposed VLSI join implementation uses an array of bit comparison components, through which data is shifted in opposing directions.
The only work we could find on stream joins using FPGAs
is the M3Join of Qian et al. [25], which essentially implements the join step as a single parallel lookup. This approach is known to be severely limited by on-chip routing
bottlenecks [29], which causes the sudden and significant
performance drop observed by Qian et al. for larger join
windows [25]. The pipelining mechanism of handshake join,
by contrast, does not suffer from these limitations.
A potential application of handshake join outside the context of stream processing might be a parallel version of DiagJoin [13]. Diag-Join exploits time-of-creation clustering in
data warehouse systems and uses a sliding window-like processing mode. The main bottleneck there is usually throughput, which could be improved by parallelizing with handshake join.

8.

SUMMARY

The multi-core train is running at full throttle, and the
available hardware parallelism is still going to increase. Handshake join provides a mechanism to leverage this parallelism

and turn it into increased throughput for stream processing
engines. In particular, we demonstrated how window-based
stream joins can be parallelized over very large numbers of
cores with negligible coordination overhead. Our prototype
implementation reaches throughput rates that significantly
exceed those of CellJoin, the best published result to date [9].
Alternatively, the scalability of handshake join can be used
to optimize system designs with respect to their power consumption.
Key to the scalability of handshake join is to avoid any
coordination by a centralized entity. Instead, handshake
join only relies on local core-to-core communication (e.g.,
using local message queues) to achieve the necessary core
synchronization. This mode of parallelization is consistent
with folklore knowledge about systolic arrays, but also with
recent research results that aim at many-core systems [3].
The principles of handshake join are not bound to the assumption of a single multi-core machine. Rather, it should
be straightforward to extend the scope of handshake join
to distributed stream processors in networks of commodity
systems (such as the Borealis [1] research prototype) or to
support massively-parallel multi-FPGA setups (such as the
BEE3 multi-FPGA system [7] or the Cube 512-FPGA cluster [22]). In ongoing work we investigate the use of graphics
processors (GPUs) to run handshake join.
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